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Preface

Modern computation and information technologies can
greatly assist engineers in time compression of designs
by developing “virtual” systems through simulations and
cross-disciplinary integration. Virtual Tribology is a
methodology for creating and analyzing elements and
systems based on surface phenomena by means of inte-
grating advanced model-based simulations with modern
information technologies. Increasingly strong research
attention is being directed to this area, which tends to
merge into the stream of industrial computer-aided de-
sign and engineering.

The first Virtual Tribology Symposium was held on Au-
gust 1, 2001 in Dearborn, MI, as a part of the Sixth U.S.
National Congress on Computational Mechanics (US-
NCCM). The symposium was sponsored by the U.S. As-
sociation for Computational Mechanics (USACM) and
the Co-Center for Surface Engineering and Tribology at
Northwestern University and Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology. The symposium’s intent was to bridge the fun-
damental research and method development with indus-
trial applications and promote collaborations between re-
searchers and engineers. It brought together tribologists
in this new field, to facilitate communication among var-
ious practices of simulation and virtualization of tribo-
logical systems. It provided a forum to report research
achievements and progress in this area, address key is-
sues, discuss problems, and exchange experiences. Some
of the papers presented in the symposium are further re-
viewed and published in this special issue ofComputer
Modeling in Engineering & Sciences.

Virtual tribology and concomitant development of virtual
tribology systems may bring new technologies to indus-
tries. For example, new materials and emerging engi-
neering technologies suggest many promising develop-
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ments and challenges for powertrains, the power-delivery
system of modern vehicles. By evaluating each ma-
terial, coating and surface treatment with a traditional
approach, industries may lose their competitive advan-
tage unless development time can be reduced. Virtual
tribology systems based on multi-scale simulations and
cross-disciplinary integration can help compress the de-
sign cycle through rapid virtual evaluation. Modern com-
puter technologies, together with advances in computa-
tional methods, can greatly save the time for develop-
ing “virtual” systems. We envision the virtual tribology
systems to include (in its database) the latest technolo-
gies from materials science through simultaneous devel-
opment, testing and modeling. Future designers may
conduct 80-90% of “virtual tests” by computer through
model-based simulations. We believe that the virtual-
tribology concept will become important to future ma-
chine design and that the interface virtualization technol-
ogy will become a core technology for the development
of the surface pairs for the components of future machin-
ery.

Existing virtualization tools for industries are mainly
CAD-based solid modeling and mechanics-based anal-
ysis systems. An effective module to simulate the inter-
actions of element surfaces in relative motion does not
yet exist. Interfacial phenomena between contacting sur-
faces has been long recognized as being very compli-
cated, involving interactions between two or three solids,
or among solid, liquid and gas phases. The surfaces may
fail due to single or combined failure mechanisms. Eval-
uating interactive surfaces and new materials requires tri-
bological modeling of surface failure mechanisms, in-
cluding material failure criteria and failure transitions.
Model development and model-based simulations appear
to be the keys to future virtual tribology systems. Con-
siderable effort has been expended to develop such mod-
eling, to bridge modeling and industrial tests and to in-
crease the understanding of the many phenomena asso-
ciated with contacting bodies and the competitive failure
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mechanisms involved.

Developments in simulating tribological systems are be-
ing made concurrently with the development of model-
based simulations. This preface describes the state of the
art developments in the description and simulation of sur-
face contact interactions, and modeling and simulation of
tribological components and systems.

1 Surface interactions and contact simulations

Power and motion of mechanical systems are transmit-
ted though the contact and interaction of engineering sur-
faces. Contact simulation is the numerical process that
determines the response of surfaces to a set of operat-
ing conditions, from which contact pressure and contact
area are correlated with the normal separation of the con-
tacting elements and, most importantly, with the material
properties and surface roughness characteristics. Contact
mechanics (Johnson 1996 and Ling 1973) lays a solid
foundation for contact simulation research. A few papers
reviewed the recent advances in analyzing and simulat-
ing the contacts between rough surfaces (Liu et al 1999,
Barber and Ciavarella 2000, Tichy and Meyer 2000).

1.1 Surface description

The mathematical description of engineering surfaces is
the first step toward modeling the contact between rough
surfaces. Four methods, surface statistics, fractal char-
acterization, numerical generation, and digitization, are
commonly used for rough surface description. The sta-
tistical method provides a means to reflect the random
nature of the rough surface, in which stochastic analy-
sis processes are combined with surface measurements.
The major advantage of this method of the rough sur-
face description is its simplicity and explicitness in ex-
pressions, which greatly facilities derivations of closed-
form contact equations and fast contact analyses. Many
advances have been made since the pioneering work
by Greenwood and Williamson (1965), Greenwood and
Tripp (1971), Whitehouse and Archard (1970). With the
statistical method, surfaces may be described by a height
distribution function and the characteristics of the distri-
bution functions. Usually, the shape of asperities needs
to be specified in order to use the existing contact for-
mula for contact analyses. Spherical and parabolic tip
shapes, as well as cylindrical asperities, are commonly
adopted. In most of the descriptions, asperity heights

were assumed to follow the Gaussian distributionwith re-
spect to a mean plane. Generally, a few parameters, such
as the standard deviation of the asperity height distribu-
tion, the density of asperities per unit area, and the ra-
dius of curvature of asperities, and sometimes, the corre-
lation distance, need to be acquired for modeling. Fractal
characterization of surfaces aims at quantifying the mul-
tiscale nature of surface asperities with scale-invariant
fractal parameters. Contact models that utilize the theory
of fractal geometry have been developed recently (see
Majumdar and Bhusan 1991, Borodich and Onishchenko
1997). The major parameters used for the roughness
characterization are the ones that reflect the distribution
of the frequency numbers of a surface and the ampli-
tude of variations at all frequency numbers. The fractal
analyses of surfaces may retain the roughness structural
information and can yield scale-independent surface pa-
rameters to be used for pressure and deformation calcula-
tions. Surfaces may also be numerically generated based
on a few measured statistical parameters. Patir (1986)
presented a numerical method of rough surface genera-
tion that was later used in many studies. His procedure
can produce a three-dimensional surface profile based on
the Gaussian distribution of the asperity heightz�x, y�
and a bilinear autocorrelation functionR�λ x�λy�. The
digital-filtration technique is also used for a 3-D rough
surface generation with a given standard height deviation
and an autocorrelation function (Hu and Tonder 1992).
With this technique, the heights of a rough surface are
considered as signals of a time-dependent series of a ran-
dom process, and the 3-D random surface is generated
through a linear transformation of a series of random in-
put signals. Recently, the surface generation technique is
combined with a neural-network process for predicting
and re-producing worn surfaces in a wear process (Ao
et al. 2002). Direct digitization of real surfaces should
render the most realistic description of the surface topog-
raphy. A few types of instruments are currently avail-
able for measuring the surface topography, such as the
stylus-type surface profilometer, the optical (white-light
interference, for example) measurement instrument, and
the atomic Force Microscope (AFM). Among them, the
first two instruments are usually used for macro-to-micro
asperity measurements, whereas AFM may be used for
micro- or nano-scale problems.
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1.2 Contact-simulation models

Many contact-simulation models have been developed
and applied to the tribological research of machine com-
ponents. The major effort of contact simulation is on the
isothermal analysis of contact between rough surfaces.
The Hertzian solution is used for the contact of rough sur-
faces if the shapes and radii of asperities are prescribed.
With the Hertzian solution, one can obtain the expres-
sion for the normal load and contact area for each as-
perity without considering the asperity interaction. The
Flamant and Boussinesq formulas, or their alternatives,
for the relationship between displacement and contact
pressure are widely used in two-dimensional (Flamant)
and three-dimensional (Boussinesq) elastic contact prob-
lems. For two elastic bodies in contact, the composite
surface displacement is usually obtained through replac-
ing E

Æ
1�ν2 by the composite Young’s modulus,E’ ,
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(Johnson 1996). Then, the con-

tact inequalities (deformed asperities are either in con-
tact, with positive pressure, or not in contact, with posi-
tive gap) are solved through iterative solution processes.
Typically, contact solvers divide the contact domain into
small elements, and so the contact pressure can be treated
as a constant on each element. The large number of ele-
ments needed to capture the contact of rough surfaces led
to the use of multi-level multi-summation and conjugate
gradient techniques to increase the speed of each calcu-
lation at each iterative step and to increase the speed and
convergence of the overall iteration (Lubrecht and Ioan-
nides 1991, Polonsky and Keer 1999).

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) are now intensively utilized to reduce
the computational burden in solving contact problems.
The continuous convolution and Fourier transform (CC-
FT) algorithm uses the continuous convolution theorem
and frequency response functions to formulate the prob-
lem in the frequency domain. FFT and IFFT are ap-
plied to replace the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier
transform, respectively. Here, spatial fields may be inter-
preted to be periodic. Three methods have been devel-
oped to improve the accuracy (i.e. to diminish the period-
icity error) of the CC-FT algorithm, namely, the domain-
extension method (Ju and Farris 1996), the traction de-
composition method (Ai and Sawamiphakdi 1999), and
the error compensation method (Polonsky and Keer 2000
a and b). With the domain-extension method, the dimen-

sion of the computation domain for displacement cal-
culation is extended many (8 or more, as Ju and Farris
(1996) recommended) times that of the original prob-
lem. With the traction decomposition method, the trac-
tion is resolved into a smooth part and a zero-mean fluc-
tuating part. The response to the smooth part is known
analytically and the CC-FT algorithm is needed only
for the fluctuating part. With the error compensation
method, a hybrid algorithm is constructed by adding
a special correction procedure based on the multi-level
multi-summation technique. Alternatively, the discrete
convolution and fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT) algo-
rithm (Liu et al 2000) uses the discrete convolution the-
orem, FFT, IFFT, and the influence coefficients, with
the processes of zero padding and wrap-around order,
to completely avoid any FFT- or IFFT- related error at
a cost of only doubling the domain dimensions of a con-
tact problem. This DC-FFT algorithm makes the FFT
technique satisfactorily applicable to elasticity and ther-
moelasticity problems (Liu and Wang 2001). The DC-
FFT algorithm requires influence coefficients, which can
often be found analytically. If the frequency response
functions are known instead of the influence coefficients,
such as in the more complicated problems of layered ma-
terials in contact, the DC-FFT algorithm can be applied
with influence coefficients found from the frequency re-
sponse functions (Liu et al 2000) in a preprocess simi-
lar to that in the CC-FT algorithm with a sufficient do-
main extension (see also Nogi and Kato 1997). Once the
conversion to influence coefficients is accurately accom-
plished, no additional periodicity error is expected in the
DC-FFT algorithm. Now, the FFT technique has been
applied to solving elasto-plastic problems in contact, as
demonstrated by Sainsot et al. (2002) in this issue.

1.3 Flash temperature and thermoelastic contact
analysis

Frictional heating of rough surfaces is inevitable in tri-
bological contacts and is often responsible for failures,
such as scuffing, seizure, and cracking. The thermal in-
formation regarding contacts is necessary for studies of
the interfacial activities in a tribological process. Carslaw
and Jaeger’s Conduction of Heat in Solids(1959) pro-
vides basic equations and methods for the temperature
analysis. Two approaches, decoupled thermal-elastic ap-
proach and coupled thermal-elastic approach, are now
used for the flash-temperature analysis in contact. With
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the former, an isothermal contact problem is analyzed
first to obtain the asperity-contact pressure, and a heat-
transfer problem is then solved separately, where the heat
input is determined based on the contact-pressure infor-
mation. With the latter, coupled contact, heat transfer and
thermoelastic problems are solved interactively where
the influence of asperity thermoelastic distortion is taken
into account.

Frictionally excited thermal instability is another impor-
tant aspect of thermally-related contact analyses. It has
been found that the thermoelastic distortion due to fric-
tional heating can initiate an unstable feedback process,
that is, the distortion causes the contact pressure to in-
crease, which in turn further enhances the distortion.
Time-dependent heat-transfer equations could be incor-
porated in contact models where the pressure, contact
area, and deformations are all considered temperature
dependent. The studies of a single asperity and a half-
space with a known pressure distribution (Huang and
Ju 1985, Ting and Winer 1989) revealed basic thermo-
mechanical phenomena of contact subjected to frictional
heating. The fundamental thermoelastic analyses with a
given heat source on a halfspace developed basic ana-
lytical tools and methods for thermoelastic contact sim-
ulation. Recently, thermomechanical models for rough
surfaces in contact and rubbing are reported, simulta-
neously considering the thermal phenomena (heat trans-
fer and the thermoelastic behavior), the mechanical re-
sponse (elastic-perfectly-plastic behavior), and the inter-
action (the contact constraints). Two thermoelasticity-
related papers are included in this issue (Liu et al 2002
and Rodgers et al. 2002). The latter describes steady-
state flash-temperature while the former analyzes tran-
sient thermoelastic deformations.

2 Modeling and simulation of tribological compo-
nents

Tribological components may be largely classified as
conformal-contact elements, such as journal bearings and
most seals, and counterformal elements, such as gears
and rolling-element bearings. Due to the nature of con-
tact and relative motion, these groups of elements may
operate under different interfacial conditions and face
different failure mechanisms. Conformal contact may
occur on a large area of interaction, and modeling these
elements requires the analysis of on entire structure.
Counterformal-contact elements commonly work under

cyclic stresses and highly localized deformation. They
are usually treated as half planes or halfspaces in analy-
ses.

2.1 Journal-bearing conformal contact

Journal bearings are widely used in engineering equip-
ment to transmit radial load. Usually, journal bearings
are dynamically loaded. Full-film hydrodynamic lubri-
cation is the desired lubrication status a journal bear-
ing should be designed with. However, the trend of
compact and energy-saving designs tends to push jour-
nal bearings to work in the regime beyond the full-film
lubrication. In general, modeling journal-bearing lu-
brication requires interactive solutions to the Reynolds
equation that governs the flow hydrodynamics, the en-
ergy equation that describes the system heat transfer, and
the elastic equation that takes into account the material
response to a group of operating conditions. Hydro-
dynamics and thermohydrodynamics of conformal con-
tact elements like journal bearings are well described by
Pinkus and Sternlicht (1961) for the former and Pinkus
(1990) for the latter. Modeling and simulation of the
performance of journal bearings may be classified as hy-
drodynamic (HD), elastohydrodynamic (EHD), thermo-
hydrodynamic (THD) and thermo- elastohydrodynamic
(TEHD) for bearings in full-film lubrication, and mixed-
TEHD for those working under severe operating condi-
tions. With the assistance of the power of modern com-
puters, researchers are able to tackle more complicated
problems, either in geometry or in hydrodynamics. A
few of such examples are included in this issue (Jang and
Khonsari 2002, Shi and Paranjpe 2002, and Wang et al,
2002).

In modeling conformal-contact lubrication, one needs to
consider the fact that the size of the contact region may be
in the same order of magnitude as that of the contacting
bodies. Applications of the Boussinesq type of formula-
tion, which is based on a half space, to solve conformal
contact elasticity would introduce a significant inaccu-
racy. Woodward and Paul (1976) formulated a general
numerical method in terms of influence functions that use
modified Green’s functions to solve conformal contact
problems. More complete solutions for structures with
complicated finite conformal geometry rely on the finite
element method (FEM).

Journal-bearing conformal contacts may fail due to scuff-
ing and seizure. Seizure is a catastrophic failure of tribo-
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logical systems, which may be considered as stopping of
relative motion due to material interlocking. Although
seizure is observed, generally speaking, in both non-
conformal and conformal contacts, it is more likely to
happen in the latter, particularly in journal-bearing con-
formal contacts. It seems that conformal contacts are
more sensitive to geometric changes, local and global;
and seizure failure is more closely related to increases
in both of the interfacial flash temperature and the over-
all temperature of contacting elements. Major causes of
seizure of journal bearings may fall into the following
categories: (1) loss of clearance due to differential ther-
mal expansions of the journal and bearing, (2) loss of
clearance due to building-up of wear debris, (3) intimate
metal-metal contacts, and (4) variation of surface geom-
etry and material properties due to interfacial tribochem-
ical activities.

In journal-bearing lubrication, scuffing is usually consid-
ered to be the stage leading to seizure. Predicting scuff-
ing failure directly help avoid seizure to occur. Studies of
scuffing failure of sliding contacts in the 70’s and early
80’s were focused on the macro-scale parameters that
controlled the failure processes, and the results were pre-
sented in the form of transition diagrams governed by the
load and speed relationship. However, the recent trends
of research tend to discover detailed interfacial phenom-
ena in micro-scale contacts by considering the mechan-
ical, physical, and chemical interactions. A dynamic
model of scuffing for automobile engine applications de-
veloped by Hu et al (2002) included in this issue is one
of the examples of such efforts.

2.2 Mechanical Seals

The mechanical seal is an example of a tribological com-
ponent for which the methods of virtual tribology have
significantly transformed the design process. Although
mechanical seals have been in use since the early part
of the 20th century, until the 1990’s they were designed
using largely empirical methods. The only tools the de-
signer had available were his/her previous experience,
rule of thumb methods and the test laboratory. This situ-
ation began to change in the 1990’s as a result of research
begun in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.

Mechanical seals are precision devices that are essential
components in such turbomachines as pumps and com-
pressors. They also happen to be one of the machine
components most prone to failure. The low reliability

and short life of mechanical seals induced users and man-
ufacturers to seek more effective seal designs through
the development of better and more sophisticated de-
sign methods. This led to the earliest numerical models
of mechanical seals in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.
These models primarily dealt with liquid lubricated non-
contacting pump seals operating at steady state. Such
seals were of major interest because the existence of a
continuous lubricating film between the seal faces was
believed to increase reliability and life. However, in seal-
ing hydrocarbons, these seals became unstable when the
liquid lubricating film partially vaporized. This led to
the development of unsteady two-phase models of non-
contacting seals. In addition, at this time there was some
limited modeling of contacting mechanical seals, totally
ignoring the presence of a fluid lubricant, because of
applications involving very heavily loaded unbalanced
seals, such as automotive water pump seals.

In the 1990’s, government regulations limiting seal emis-
sions led to the need for seals with thinner and thinner
lubricating films, so that seals operating with asperity
contact became more common. This resulted in contact-
ing seal models that account for mixed lubrication be-
tween the seal faces. Another important development in
the 1990’s was the development of so-called “dry gas
seals” for both gas sealing applications (compressors)
and liquid sealing applications (pumps). These utilize
faces containing etched patterns, such as spiral grooves,
and therefore resulted in the construction of hydrody-
namic gas seal models. The use of mechanical seals in
high speed compressors also lead to a heightened inter-
est in mechanical seal dynamics, since the seal stiffness
and damping characteristics play important roles in the
machine rotor dynamics. While the fundamentals of me-
chanical seal dynamics were established in the 1980’s,
the higher shaft speeds led to further dynamic model en-
hancement. Perhaps the most important development in
the 1990’s was the shift of mechanical seal models from
the research stage to their use as a design tool. Today, at
the beginning of the 21st century, every major mechanical
seal manufacturer uses some form of virtual tribological
seal model in the development of new designs, as well as
in the troubleshooting of current designs.

2.3 Rotary Lip Seals

The rotary lip seal is another important tribological com-
ponent for which the methods of virtual tribology are ap-
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propriate. These seals are mass produced products, ex-
tensively used in the automotive, appliance and industrial
machinery industries. Like mechanical seals, lip seals
first came into use in the early 20th century. However,
unlike the situation with mechanical seals, there is no
virtual tribological lip seal model suitable for use as a
design tool, currently available. The virtual tribology of
rotary lip seals is about ten years behind that of mechan-
ical seals.

There are several similarities between lip seals and me-
chanical seals. Both operate with a micron-scale lubri-
cating film between the sealing surfaces, and both con-
tain a self-adjusting, deformable and moveable surface.
Thus the analyses of both involve a problem in elasto-
hydrodynamics. However, there is also a very important
difference between the two types of seals. While the me-
chanical seal’s operation is primarily dependent on the
macroscopic characteristics of the seal, the lip seal’s op-
eration is strongly dependent on the microstructure of the
rubber surface under the lip. The shape and size distribu-
tion of the microasperities, and the manner in which the
microasperities deform, play dominant roles in determin-
ing the behavior of the seal. The complexity of the phys-
ical processes (which do not occur in mechanical seals)
and the computational difficulties in simulating them are
what have retarded the development of useful numerical
lip seal models.

Although serious experimental studies of rotary lip seals
began in the 1950’s, it was many years before even a
rudimentary understandingof the important physical pro-
cesses was obtained. Therefore, it was not until the
early 1990’s that attempts to construct numerical lip seal
models were made. Over the last decade these mod-
els have become more sophisticated, and have been ex-
tremely successful in elucidating the physics of lip seal
operation. However, since these models simulate micro-
scale processes over macro-scale configurations using a
deterministic approach, they require very large compu-
tation times. While such models are very useful for re-
search purposes, their utility as design tools is extremely
limited, so that lip-seal manufacturers currently rely ex-
clusively on empirical means to design their seals. To
overcome this problem, efforts are now directed toward
constructing lip seal models using a statistical approach,
which has the potential of greatly reducing computation
time and yielding a practical design tool.

2.4 Mixed lubrication

The understanding of lubricated interfaces rely on mod-
eling and simulation of surfaces under mixed lubrica-
tion. Classic lubrication theories and contact mechanics
have laid a strong foundation for mixed-lubrication re-
search. Since the stochastic lubrication models by Chris-
tensen (1970) and Patir and Cheng (1978), many studies
on the mixed lubrication of conformal-contact elements
have been conducted. Generally, three approaches have
been used in the mixed-lubrication studies on either con-
formal or counterformal contact: (1) deterministic mod-
eling that desctitizes governing equations based on three-
dimensional rough surfaces, (2) stochastic modeling that
aims at developing average flow models, and (3) inter-
active deterministic-stochastic modeling that applies the
average flow models to solve bearing mixed lubrication
problems. Stochastic models use selected statistic pa-
rameters to represent the influence of roughness on lu-
brication. They are powerful in drawing general features
and handling problems that are large in size. Average
flow models have been proven effective in the studies
of some conformal-contact problems where the asperity
contacts are localized in a few characteristic regions. In
interactive deterministic-stochastic modeling, lubrication
is processed through the macro-scale average flow model
while the contact is calculated by means of an off-line de-
terministic asperity contact model. This method is evolv-
ing to solve more problems, including the mixed lubrica-
tion of counterformal-contact elements. Realistic deter-
ministic models link the surface tribologicalperformance
to materials and surface design, and provide a solid base
for other related research (See Zhu and Hu (2001)). The
major part of frictional heat in mixed lubrication may be
generated in rubbing asperities in contact. So far, macro-
scale thermal studies involving micro heat source analy-
ses are available for conformal interfaces, where asperity
contact is either ignored or averaged over the size of an
element of a computational mesh.

2.5 Fatigue and wear

Most counterformal contact elements, such as gears and
rolling-element bearings, are subjected to cyclic and con-
centrated contact pressure that may lead to rolling con-
tact fatigue (RCF). Fatigue and wear are two interactive
damage mechanisms that affect the life of components in
relative motion. The gradual evolution of system param-
eters caused by repeated rolling/slidingcontact should be
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taken into account when modeling coated surfaces. In
particular, the gradual change in the coating thickness
due to various mild wear modes needs to be integrated
into both crack initiation and crack propagation models.
Gradual wear is a crucial issue for many important ap-
plications, from mechanical seals to gears. Hence, a new
coating structure maximizing the coating toughness will
not be acceptable if it also results in a significant loss of
the resistance to mild wear. In such a case, the coating
may not fail catastrophically, but it will be polished off
quickly and will not be able to protect the substrate.

Efforts to understand fatigue and wear require physics-
based models rooted in deformation and fracture in
the microstructures of nanolayered coating/substrate sys-
tems. Some understanding of microstructure related fail-
ure mechanisms and the pioneering work has already
been achieved. The contact fatigue life models com-
monly in use today assume that the pitting life is con-
trolled by fatigue crack initiation, and neglect the crack
propagation portion of fatigue life (Ioannides and Harris,
1985, Zaretsky et al., 1996, Ai 1998). Such theories are
adequate for rolling bearings, but they may be restrictive
for predicting pitting in gears. Experimental evidence
suggests that the pitting life under rolling/sliding condi-
tions is controlled by crack propagation, and that the lu-
bricant entrapment in the crack plays a crucial role (Mu-
rakami, et al. 1997), which confirms the classical results
of Way (1935). Further modeling work recognizes that
a number of different physical mechanisms can control
the pitting life of a coated gear surface, depending on the
material combination and the operating conditions.

In many practical situations the life may be controlled
by fatigue crack propagation, within the coating or in
the substrate. Coating microstructure effects are stud-
ied systematically and quantitatively first. There have
not been any systematic, accurate analyses of the coat-
ing microstructure effect on its toughness. Although a
number of multilayer and nanocomposite coatings hav-
ing improved toughness and contact fatigue resistance
have been developed in the last few years (Voevodin and
Zabinski 1998) there seems to be no clear understand-
ing about how they work. It is necessary to understand
exactly why and when such crack deviation makes the
coating tougher. An ability to predict which combina-
tions of microstructural elements may be effective has
been initiated through fracture studies of layered coat-
ings by Polonsky and Keer (2001, 2002). Those studies

give a more precise local description of the contact stress
field for the coating, which is typically complex and non-
uniform. The type of loading was found to have a pro-
found effect on the crack propagation mode, crack path,
and the observed coating toughness.

3 Modeling and simulation of tribological systems

Tribological systems, wherein two surfaces mechanically
interact, are critical to machinery. Transmission of me-
chanical power invariably involves some form of contact
and inter-body motion between neighboring components.
Successful designs are critically dependent on a-priori
knowledge of the boundary loads and motions imposed
onto the surfaces by the rest of the machine. Predic-
tion of component service lives due to deterioration—
including wear and fatigue–depends on accurate esti-
mates of boundary loads and their cyclic variations. Con-
sequently, designs must account for behavior between the
machine system and the tribological components.

Most real machines and components—helicopters, ve-
hicles, gearboxes, motors, pumps, turbines–are dynamic
systems with many degrees of freedom, high dynamic or-
ders, and mixtures of components: bearings, gears, seals,
shafts, motors, and electronics, among others. Accurate
codes predict bearing forces and deflections, shaft defor-
mations, seal leakage, and motor torque. Usually these
codes are self-contained modules, and treat the rest of the
system as boundary conditions. This forces machine sys-
tem designers to perform system simulations in pieces,
and patch pieces together. To insure consistency of loads
and motions, the procedure must iterate back and forth
between modules. This cumbersome iterative scheme
can be inaccurate, inefficient, and may not converge.

Modeling should treat the system as an integrated whole.
Methods include direct application of fundamental phys-
ical laws, transfer functions, and energy-based methods
such as bond graphs. Direct application of physical laws
for very large-scale systems is complicated by vector me-
chanics and conversion factors between very different
system physics (electric, magnetic, rigid body mechan-
ics, solids, fluids, etc.). Transfer functions which map
flow of signal through a system can suffer from incom-
plete causal (cause and effect) relations, and may violate
conservation of energy. Bond graphs can guide model-
ing of complicated systems such as gear boxes, electric
motors, hydraulics, vehicle drive trains, and actuators,
among others. Bond graphs (Karnopp et al. 2000), in-
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vented by Paynter (1960) abstracts any physical system
into an “equivalent circuit” and maps power and energy
flows through the system. PowerP is the product of an
effort e times a flowf (P � e f �: voltageV times current
i for an electrical system (P�Vi�; forceF times velocity
v for a mechanical system (P � Fv�; torqueT times an-
gular velocityω for a rotational system (P = T ω); pres-
surep times volumetric flow rateu for a fluidic system
(P � pu�; and magneto-motive forceM times magnetic
flux ratedφ/dt for a magnetic system (P = M dφ/dt). For
any element in any system, the difference between power
flowing in Pin and power flowing outPout, must equal the
sum of the power storedPstored(as energy) and dissipated
Plost :

Pin�Pout�Pstored�Plost � 0 (1)

Figure 1a shows an RLC series electrical circuit excited
by a voltage source, and figure 1b shows a mass-spring
damper mechanical system excited by an applied force.
All elements of the circuit have the same currenti, and all
elements of the mechanical system have motions with the
same velocityv. Both systems have sources of power—
voltage sourceV �t� and applied forceF�t�, devices that
store potential energy—capacitorC and springk, devices
that store kinetic energy—inductorL and massM, and
devices that dissipate power—resistorR and damperB.
If one equates capacitor chargeq and spring extensionx,
force F and voltageV , and currenti and velocityv, the
two systems will have the same differential equations.
The bond graph of figure 1c maps power flows through
the series RLC circuit and the mass-spring-damper sys-
tem: Sources (effort Se:e and flow Sf : f � bring external
power to/from the system; capacitances (C:C� store po-
tential energy; inertances (I:I� store kinetic energy; re-
sistances (R:R� dissipate power; 0 and 1 junctions dis-
tribute power and simultaneouslyenforce a common flow
or common effort constraint to all elements bonded to
it; transformers (TF:n� and gyrators (GY:r� transform
power to other forms. The symbol after the colon rep-
resents the parameter associated with the device. Bonds
joining elements indicate interaction and exchange of
power between these elements. Half arrows on bonds
indicate the direction of positive power. In figure 1c,
power originates from effort source Se:F . Some power is
stored in the capacitance of the spring compliance C:1�k
as potential energy, some power is stored in the inertia of
the mass I:M as kinetic energy, and some power is dissi-
pated by the resistance of the damper R:B. The “1 junc-
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Figure 1 : (a) An RLC series circuit and a (b) mass-
spring-damper produce (c) the same bond graph.
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tion” distributes power from Se:F to the other elements
(C:1�k, I:M, R:B). and equates velocities. For the mass-
spring-damper system of figure 1b, all elements move at
the same velocityv � vM � vk � vB, a kinematic con-
sequence of their attachments. For the series circuit of
figure 1a, this is tantamount to elements having the same
currenti. If the power balance of equation (1) is applied
to these systems, the following equation results:

�F�FB�Fk �FM�v� 0 (2)

For the mechanical system, the terms in parenthesis in
equation (2) are equivalent to D’Alembert’s dynamic
equilibrium4. If voltageV should replace forceF, the
terms within the parenthesis become Kirchoff’s voltage
law, which tallies the voltage drops around the circuit..
From the power balances of equation (2) can arise state
equations.

In addition to the above, each bond graph element has a
constitutive law, and a cause and effect relationship to
the rest of the system: together, these completely de-
fine that element’s response. For example, the damper
in figure 1b can have constitutive lawsFB � vBB or
vB � FB�B relating forceFB and extension velocityvB

. The causal stroke–the short line segment perpendicular
to the bond—indicates which applies. For the bond join-
ing the 1 junction and R:B, the causal stoke away from
R:B indicates R:B accepts a velocity and responds with
a force: thusFB � vBB applies. The causal stroke on the
bond joining C:1�k to the 1 junction indicates C:1�k ac-
ceptsvk = dx/dt, and “integrates” to get extensionx. This
renders spring constitutive lawFk � kx. (not x =Fk�k�.
The causal stroke on the bond joining I:M to the 1 junc-
tion indicates I:M accepts forceFM� from the 1 junction.
Via physics for inertia,FM = dp/dt and the mass “inte-
grates” to get momentump. The inertia has constitutive
law vM � p�M relating mass velocity to momentum (not
p�MvM�. Labels for effort (found on the half arrow side
of a bond) and flow (found on the non-half arrow side) on
bonds indicates how elements behave. For example, the
force Fk � kx for the spring C:1�k is labeled on the half
arrow side of the bond in figure 1c.

If the constitutive laws are substituted into equation (2),
and the kinematic relationvB � vk = dx/dt = vM � p�M
imposed by the 1 junction is invoked, the state equations

4Related to Newton’s second law, wherein mass time acceleration
is viewed as the inertial force.

of motion become

F� �
p
M
�B�kx�

dp
dt

� 0�
dx
dt

�
p
M

(3)

Figure 2a shows a parallel RLC circuit excited by a cur-

i R CL

(a)

k = 1/C

M = L

B = R

v = i

(b)

0S f : v

R: B

C: 1/k

I: M

v(t)

vk = dx/dt

Fk = k x

vB = FB/ B

FM = dp/dtvM = p/M

(c)
Figure 2 : (a) An RLC parallel circuit with current source
and (b) a mass-spring-damper in series with prescribed
velocity at ends produce (c) the same bond graph.

rent source, and figure 2b shows a mass-spring-damper
in mechanical series excited by an applied velocity. For
these configurations, all elements share a common effort:
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the circuit elements in parallel have the same voltageV ,
and the mechanical elements connected in series experi-
ence the same forceF (free body diagrams will confirm
this). The arguments concerning balance of power are
similar to those for figure 1. Here the “0 junction” in
figure 2c distributes power from the flow source Sf :v to
the other physical elements (C:1�k, I:M, R:B�, with an
auxiliary constraint of enforcing a common effort (same
voltageV onto the parallel electrical elements, and same
forceF � FB � Fk � FM onto the mechanical series ele-
ments). Equation (1) applied to figure 2c yields

�v�vB �vk�vM�F � 0 (4)

In light of constitutive laws and causality, equation (3)
becomes

v�
kx
B
�

p
M
�

dx
dt

� 0�
dp
dt

� kx (5)

Other elements are available for system model construc-
tion. Transformers TF:n with modulusn relate effort
e1 to effort e2 and flow f1to flow f2 via e1 � ne2, and
f2 � n f1. The transformer could represent the electrical
transformer’s step up of voltagesV1� nV2 and step down
of currentsi1 � n�1i2, wheren represents the turns ra-
tio; the mechanical force advantage of leversF1 � nF2

with concomitant reduction of speedv1 � n�1v2, where
n represents the ratio of lever lengths; the torque in-
creaseT1 � nT2 of gears, with decrease in angular veloc-
ity ω1 � n�1 ω2, wheren is the gear ratio; or for rollers
on flats, the conversion of torque to forceT � RF, and ro-
tational speed to linear velocityv = R ω, where modulus
n � R is the roller radius. Gyrators GY:r with modulus
r relate efforts to flowe1 � r f2 ande2 � r f1. Gyrators
can model current to torque productionT � ri of simple
motors, with back emfV = r ω dependent on rotational
speed, wherer is the motor constant; or in coils wherein
magneto-motive force is produced by currentM � ri,
with back emfV = r dφ/dt generated by rate of change
in flux, wherer is the number of coil turns.

Elements (C, I, R, TF, GY) can have multiple bonds
bringing power in and out. Multiple port transformers
can represent coordinate transformations, such as coor-
dinate rotations or translations. Multi-port R, C, or I
elements can represent fields: electrical, elastic, mag-
netic, fluid, etc. For example, deformation of bodies
with distributed elasticity and mass can be estimated
via the Finite Element method, wherein the body is di-
vided into multiple elements with nodes having nodal

displacements, and nodal forces that can depend on the
nodal displacements, often through a stiffness matrix.
Bond graphs can account for distributed mass, elasticity,
and damping via multi-port energy storage elements—
inertances and capacitances—and multi-port resistances
joined together at 1 junctions. Here 1 junctions with
common flows (velocities) record nodal velocities, the
rate of change of nodal displacements, and FEM nodes
manifest as bond graph 1 junctions.

Very complicated systems can be effectively modeled by
linking together bond graph elements. Once the com-
posite model has been assembled, systems of first order
state equations similar to equations (2) and (4) can be
extracted.

Consider a curved body with radius of curvature R con-
tacting a flat. Hertz (Timoshenko and Goodier 1970)
found a relation between contact force P and normal ap-
proachα as

α �

�
9π2P2 �k1�k2�

2

16R�

�1�3

� ki �
�1�v2

i �

πEi
(6)

This displacementα to forceP relation can be rearranged
to give

P �Cα3�2� C �
4R1�2

3π�k1�k2�
(7)

The preceding defines a non-linear stiffness. If the slid-
ing contact involves Coulomb friction, the friction force
F � µP, where the direction of the force opposes the mo-
tion, and the coefficient of friction

µ�vs� � µd ��µs�µd�exp��vs�v0 (8)

diminishes from its static value with staticµ s to its dy-
namic valueµd as the sliding velocityvs increases beyond
and a critical velocityv0. This defines a bond graph re-
sistance with a force dependent on the sliding velocity
through equation (7), and on the normal force P. Since
the physics of the sliding contact couples effects of or-
thogonal motions (normal and tangential to the surface),
we will combine these functions into a 2 - port RC ele-
ment that has a capacitance character on one port, and a
resistance character on the other port. The system lay-
out is illustrated in figure 3a, and a bond graph show-
ing the coupled dynamics between normal and tangential
motions is shown in figure 3b. The state equations of
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Figure 3 : (a) A sliding system consisting of curved body of mass M restrained by spring and pressed against a flat
moving horizontally at velocityv f with applied forceW . (b) Bond graph of the sliding system of part a.

motion extracted from the bond graph are:

dph

dt
��kx�µ�v f � ph�M�Cα3�2

dx
dt

� ph�M

dp f

dt
�Cα3�2 (9)

dα
dt

� pv�M� p f �M f

dpv

dt
�W �Cα3�2

The first and last equations originated from balancing ef-
forts over the 1 junctions, i.e., enforcing D’Alembert’s
dynamic equilibrium principle associated with 1 junc-
tions. The second arose from the common flow constraint
of the left side 1 junction: equating the spring’s extension
rate to the mass velocity. The third arose from the com-
mon effort constraint of the right side 0 junction: here
the normal contact force is the agent that compresses the
contact. The fourth arose from the kinematic balance of
velocities inherent in the right side 0 junction: this re-
lates the rate of change of the normal approach between

bodies to the velocities of the bodies. Finally, the veloc-
ity differencevs � v f � ph�M within the argument of the
friction coefficient in the first equation was obtained by
balancing the flows over the right side 0 junction.

With appropriate initial conditions, this system of equa-
tions can be solved to estimate contact vibrations in-
curred during sliding, such as stick-slip. These vibrations
usually depend on other components in the physical sys-
tem. These dependencies can be brought into the bond
graph by replacing the sources Sf :v f and Se:W in figure
3b with other bond graph modules that represent those
portions of the machine that produce the aforementioned
loads.

State equations for far more complicated machine sys-
tems with tribological components can be formulated
with bond graphs. An example—a gear box with three
deformable shafts, bearings and gears appears in this is-
sue (Choi et al 2002).
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